Introduction
Let Hz(R a) denote the collection of all distributions m satisfying (i) mEC ~ (Ra\{0}), (ii) m is homogeneous of degree l, IE0. Let R N denote the operator which maps a function m to its Taylor remainder of order N, i.e. . This is the motivation for studying the multilinear operator (I.2) using the Taylor remainder R N m instead of the difference m (0-m (q). Several authors have studied the bounded, ness of the multilinear operator (1.2) and obtained the BMO-results (direct results), e.g. Cohen [1, 2] , Coifman and Meyer [3] , Hu [4] , Qian [9, 10] , Qian and Li[ll] . In this paper we study, in the framework of paracommutators (Janson and Peetre [5] , Peng [6] , [7] ) and multi-fold paracommutators (Peng [8] ), the boundedness, compactness, and the Schatten--von Neumann properties of the mulfilinear operator (1.2).
. N.m) f]^ ( ~)
We adopt the notation for the Schatten--von Neumann class Sp, the Besov space/Pp, the assumptions A0, A1, A2, A3 (e), A4, A4~-~, A5, A10(e), A* of the Fourier kernel A(~, q), fractional integration or differentiation I s, ..., in [5, 6, 7, 8] .
In w 2, we study the direct results. In w 3, we study the converse results and the Janson--Wolff phenomena. In w 4, we discuss some examples.
Direct results
First of all, we study the case n=l, i.e. the bilinear operator. Let ~PCCo(0, oo) with q~(t):l on [~2,6-2] for some small 6 and define [5] . Also A2 satisfies AO, A 1, A2, A3(N) of [5] 
It is similar to show that A~ satisfies A2 and A2 satisfies A1. Notice that A~ vanishes on a neighbourhood of {~=~/}, it follows that .41 satisfies A3(oo). 
It is obvious that A2 vanishes on Aj>(A k when Ik-j[ is large. []
Remark. By the definitions of Apl, Ap3 of Peng [7] , we can also show that .41 satisfies Apl, Ap3(oo) and that A~ satisfies A~I, Ap3(N), for 0<p<=l.
Combining Lemma (2.1), Theorems 7.3, 8.1, 13.1, 13.3 (and its extension) of [5] , and Theorem 1 of [7] , we get the following.
tPp +t+~+(a/p) implies that T~'t(RNm)ESp, (iv) bEb~ +~+~ implies that T~'t(RNm) is compact. []
Now we study the case n=>2. Let X~, denote the space B~/p (if p< ~) or the space BMO (if p = ~,). 
.. bn(Aj)i]Sp ~ C/-/i=1
[]
Converse results and the Janson--Wolff phenomena
We need some non-degeneracy assumptions on m. 
-Xt~i=+v_ 1--~+ D~m(rl) -D'm(trt;)~ grwvj = --~--m(~o)

This implies that RNm01, ~-~)/1~1 ~ is invertible in M(UXV), again by Lemma 3.6 of [5], Ax is invertible in M(UX V).
Because A1 satisfies A0, that A~ satisfies A5 implies that A1 satisfies A4~-2 . Remark 3.1. It is easy to see from the proof that A~ satisfies also Ap4{-2 of [7] for any 0<p< 1.
Proof. Recall 
1/RNm(v+n_, (u+n+O)--(o+n))
can be expressed as the absolutely convergent Fourier series: Lemma 3.1, Theorem 9.1 of [5] and Theorem 2 of [7] give the following con-, verse results. [7] give the following results about the Janson--Wolff phenomena. [4] and Qian [9] .
For the case n = 1, Theorem ~ and Lemma 4.1 give a perfect characterization of the boundedness, the compactness, the Schatten--von Neumann properties and the Janson--Wolff phenomena for both Tb~ (12) and Tb(R~m).
Remark. Finally, we say a few words why we deal only with the case N=[I]+ 1. In this case, the operator Tb(RNm) behaves as a Hankel operator, so we can study its compactness and Schatten--von Neumann properties. For the case N=[I] some results on boundedness are obtained in [4] , [10] , [11] . But then Tb(RNm) behaves as a Toeplitz operator and, therefore, cannot be compact in general. We will study this case elsewhere.
Notice also that in the proof of Lemma 3.1, the choice 1,101=61/z guarantees that the fourth term is small; the choice It/0 [ =26 can not do this job.
